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Abstract  A consistent body of literature maintains that the use of monocular sector prisms may enlarge the field 
of view of hemianopic patients, leading to a substantial improvement of their everyday life. Despite the potential 
interest, as far as we know clinical trials focusing on this last topic are few. Indeed, the effect of the monocular 
sector prisms on the whole extent of the binocular visual field and on the differential light sensitivity of the 
monocular ipsilateral visual field has not been fully investigated. This study aims at estimating the effect of a 
particular monocular prismatic sector, halfmoon shaped, placed on the carrier lens on the side of the loss, on the 
differential light sensitivity as well as on the binocular visual field extent in hemianopic patients. The only 
significant ameliorative finding is the reduction of the gradient of sensitivity between the blind and the responsive 
side of the monocular visual field in the eye under the prism. However, it fails to increase the differential light 
sensitivity of the eye fitted with the prism. Likewise, the extent of the binocular visual field did not change 
significantly, irrespective whether an adaptation period had occurred or not. In conclusion, our results suggest that 
the ameliorative effect in hemianopes provided by the of prismatic treatment depends on the enlargement of the field 
of view rather than on substantial enlargement of the visual field and/or on increased light sensitivity. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the wide representation of the visual pathway in 

the central nervous system, visual field defects and in 
particular homonymous hemianopias are a main  
consequence of cerebrovascular accidents and cerebral 
tumors [1]. It is reckoned that in about 20-30% of strokes 
the visual system is involved to a certain degree [2,3]. 
Patients suffering from this condition complain  difficu lty 
in navigation and driving, so that great effort has been 
made in the last 40 years to find optical devices able to 
expand their impaired  impaired visual perception beyond 
the midline. In this respect the use of a narrow prism fit on 
one lens of the spectacles has been proposed since the 
seventies and its effectiveness has been evaluated in terms 
of field of view en largement, as well as of everyday life 
improvement [4-11]. Such advantage (fully experienced 
after a period of adaptation) takes place from the 
peripheral dip lopia (and related visual confusion) which 
occurs when the direction of gaze crosses the prism. In  
contrast to the binocular field of v iew, the enlargement of 
the binocular v isual field is unexpected, since in  primary  
position of gaze the prism would not be involved (Bowers 
et al, 2008). Yet, b inocular visual field widening has been 
reported when monocular 15-40 Δ base-out sector prisms 
are placed on the blind hemifield [4,9,12], probably as a 

result of the shift of the retinal project ion from the blind 
onto the responsive region provided  by the prism 
[9,13,14,15,16]. In this connection, as far as we know the 
reported binocular visual field en largement has not been 
examined in terms of whole extent of the perimetric map, 
but by measuring the d istance of boundary of the blind 
side from the fixation point. Moreover, it has not been 
quantified in terms of differential light sensibility recovery 
when examin ing the visual field  both in monocular and 
binocular conditions. Finally, so far scarce attention has 
been paid to the shape of the pris matic sector (with the 
only exception of Smith who  suggested to cut out a 
hemicircle 1-1.5 mm wide from the centre of the prism to 
prevent central diplopia [10]. Therefore, in the current 
experiment a sector prism has been specifically designed 
and geometrically described. Its effect has been estimated 
not only on the binocular visual field of hemianopic 
patients but also in monocular conditions: in the first case 
a global and quadrant-to-quadrant analysis on the extent of 
the visual space has been performed, in the second 
condition differential light sensitivity, position of the 
vertical border between the blind and spared hemifield and 
change of the threshold gradient have been measured. 

2. Materials and Methods 
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2.1. Prism Design 
3M Press-On™ prisms were used to design sectors to 

be cut and positioned on one lens of the patients’ spectacle. 
The shape of the sector is inspired from prev ious studies 
[4,9,10,17]. As a result, a 20- or 30-dioptres halfmoon-
shaped prismatic sector (HPS), base along the convex 
profile, has been obtained. Its main characteristic is the 
slightly rounded section of the internal profile  (i.e. facing 
the corneal limbus) so as to keep its inner border slightly 
away from the fixation po int. This solution should prevent 
from central dip lopia. In the appendix are reported the 
geometric details. The device was placed on the temporal 
or on the upper side of the carrier lens (base out), so that 
four different power/side combinations (C) have been 
tested: 
→  20∆  on the temporal side (T20) 
→  30∆  on the temporal side (T30) 
→  20∆  on the upper side (U20) 
→  30∆  on the upper side (U30). 

2.2. Positioning of the Prism 
Each sector (extent: 3. 30 cm2) was placed so that its 

concave border was tangent to the corneal limbus, at the 

midpoint along the horizontal or vertical axis  for the 
temporal and upper position, respectively (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Appearance of the prismatic sector fitted on the lens on the 
side of the loss (in this case right) 

Since, as already mentioned, the exact  location is 
believed to be a material point [18], particular attention 
has been paid to this detail and the occurrence of even 
slight malpositioning of the g lasses has been checked after 
an acquainting period following the prism p lacement. 

2.3. Sample 
Ten patients (6 males, 4 females) suffering from 

homonymous hemianopia as diagnosed at standard 
automated perimetry and resulting from post-stroke 
cerebral lesion as documented at CT and MNR were 
recruited by the Neuro-Ophthalmology Service of the 
Ophthalmology Department at  the Gradenigo Hospital of 
Turin (Table 1). 

Table 1. Demographic and clinical data 

patie
nt Sex Age Loss Side 

Cerebral Onset BCVA BCVA Refraction Refraction 

Lesion* (M) R L (Sqh Eq) R (Sqh Eq) L 

1 M 57 L O right 2 36/60 60/60 3.5 1 

2 F 75 L T+O right 36 48/60 48/60 4.25 4.5 

3 M 57 L O right 14 60/60 60/60 -1.25 -2 

4 F 33 L O right 39 60/60 60/60 -1.25 -1.5 

5 F 70 L Mult right 24 60/60 60/60 -1.75 -0.25 

6 M 52 L FTP right 84 60/60 60/60 -2 -3 

7 M 38 L O right 33 60/60 42/60 2 -1.5 

8 M 70 L O right 13 60/60 60/60 0.75 1.25 

9 M 27 L T right 8 60/60 60/60 -0.5 -0.5 

10 F 27 R O left 20 60/60 60/60 0 0 
ME
AN  

50.6 
 

27.3 56/60 57/60 0.37 -0.2 

SD 18.3 23.3 0.13 0.11 2.2 2.1 

Based on the current definit ion, a  visual field defect is 
called hemianopic if the whole hemifield is depressed with 
a sharp separation along the vertical meridian  (vert ical 
step, VS) and without any other abnormal test locations 
that would obscure the homonymous pattern [19]. 
Homonymous hemianopia takes place when the impaired 
hemifield in both eyes are on the same side (right or left). 
In our cases the affected hemifield was characterised by a 
deep or absolute loss of the differential light sensitivity. 
The loss was on the right side in  all patients but one 
(patient nb 10). The time of onset of neurological 
symptoms varied from 2 to 84 months. The age in the 
sample ranged from 27 to 75 years (median 54.5). 
Monocular BCVA was in the majority of cases 60/60. 
Exclusion criteria were refractive defects (spherical 
equivalent) ≥±5 d iopters, ophthalmological diseases, 
intraocular pressure > 18 mmHg(G) or inheritance for 
glaucoma, strabismus, oculomotor nerve palsies, 

amblyopia, diabetes, systemic therapies able to induce 
visual field defects, poor cognitive state as assessed at 
Mini Mental State Examination [20] and poor cooperation. 
All subjects were able to walk normally without any aid. 
One patient (n. 6) had left arm palsy. None suffered from 
superior limbs palsy. All patient demonstrated foveal 
stable fixat ion at Cuppers’visuscope.  

Subjects underwent a preliminary complete 
ophthalmological examination, including slit lamp 
inspection, retinoscopy, applanation tonometry, v isual 
acuity measurement, pupillary  reflexes and ocular 
movement assessment. None of the recruited subjects 
referred visual hallucinations, even if this symptom 
develops in about one eighth of the hemianopic patients 
[21]. 

We certify that the research followed the tenets of the 
Declaration of Helsinki, that informed consent was 
obtained from the subjects after exp lanation of the nature 
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and possible consequences of the study, and that all 
applicable institutional and governmental regulations 
concerning the ethical use of human volunteers were 
followed. This study has been approved by the 
institutional review board of the Ophthalmology 
Department of the Gradenigo Hospital. 

2.4. Study Design 
Due to their clinical condition, all patients were 

accustomed to visual field testing. As a preliminary  
assessment, to confirm the presence of the hemianopia and 
to ensure the collaboration of the patient was good, every 
subject underwent a standard automated perimetry  (SAP) 
in monocular conditions by an Octopus 1-2-3 perimeter 
(Haag-St reit, Bern, Switzerland), program 32x, which 
tests 30° on each side of the fixation point (76 locations 
within  on a 6°-spaced grid, stimulus size 0.43°). 
Examinations were considered reliable if reliability factor 
(RF) was lower than 25% and false positive errors were 
less than 10%. In  addition, monocular kinetic perimetry  
(MKP) by means of Goldmann perimeter (Haag-Streit, 
Bern, Switzerland) was obtained during the same session, 
using a Goldmann stimulus, size V/4e. The target was 
moved linearly from the periphery toward the fixat ion 
point with constant speed of about 4 deg/sec [22,23]. To  
ensure the constant and correct speed rate of target, a  
metronome connected to the operator via earphones was 
employed. 

In performing kinetic perimetry the technician was 
instructed to retest the sensibility along the same merid ian 
whenever a lack of fixation was supposed to occur or if 
she was not sure of the answer given by the patient. Right 
and left eyes were examined in random order.  

Within about a week from this preliminary assessment 
(T0), patients were called and underwent binocular kinetic 
perimetry (BKP) by means of a Goldmann perimeter. The 
subject was required to keep his head firmly on a ch in rest, 
positioned on the side of the spared hemifield. In fact, the 
binocular visual field mapping derived by the non-central 
position of the chin rest and is comparable to the outcome 
obtained with the head in central position [9]. Later on, 
one of the four HPS combinations (randomly chosen) (C1) 
was fitted on the glasses of the subject and after about 30 
minutes BKP was newly performed (“no adaptation 
BKP”). The patient was then dis missed. He was 
recommended not to remove the C1 from h is lens and to 
wear the spectacle with the prism as much as possible. 
Instead, he was urged not to wear the prism when driving. 

After 3 weeks (T1), patients with the C1 underwent 
BKP (“adaptation BKP”) and monocular SAP examin ing 
both the eye with the C1 and (as a control) the 
contralateral one. The order of the two exams and the 
order of the examined eye at SAP was randomized. 

After about 1 hour, C1 was removed and a second 
combination (randomly  chosen) (C2) was fitted on the 
spectacle of the subject; then, after about 30 minutes, BKP 
was newly perfo rmed. 

The same procedure was fo llowed after 6 weeks (T2, 
C3), 9 weeks (T3,C4) and 12 weeks (T4) (Figure 2). 

Results were thus collected and statistical analysis was 
performed. 

The visual field examination took place in a d immed 
room (average illumination: 1 lux) and was conducted by 

the same, skilled operator. Time after time she was 
unaware of on the combination placed on the glasses. 

 

Figure 2. Design of the study 

3. Results 

3.1. Monocular Automated Visual Field 
The results from monocular SAP at baseline are shown 

for every subject in Table 2. 
The improvement in monocular visual field by wearing 

the prismatic sectors have been assessed in terms of: 
- reduced mean  defect in the whole visual field  and in  

the affected hemifield. 
- reduced difference of sensibility between normal and 

affected hemifield. 
- shift of the spared hemifield boundary toward the 

blind region. 
- smoothing of the sensitivity gradient across the 

vertical step. 

Table 2. Visual field at baseline expressed as Mean Defect (MD) 

Patient Whole 
Field 

Affected Hemifield 
Superior quadrant 

Affected Hemifield 
Inferior Quadrant 

1 9.7 15.6 25.1 

2 16.2 23.9 21.3 

3 11.7 22.7 19.3 

4 12.9 22.5 27.9 

5 7.1 20.4 14.6 

6 12.4 23.6 27.2 

7 11.3 23.2 22.5 

8 9.1 10.9 25.5 

9 12.3 22.7 18.6 

10 13.5 25.8 28 

Mean 11.6 21.1 23 

SD 2.5 4.5 4.5 

Median 12.3 22.7 22.5 

Range 7.1-16.2 10.9-25.8 14.6-28 
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After wearing the 4 prismatic combinations, mean MD 
referred to the whole field and to the superior and inferior 
quadrant of the affected hemifield  did  not differ 
significantly (one-way ANOVA (F= 0.98): p= 0.42;  
Kruskal-Wallis (KW =3.22): p=0.52; one-way ANOVA 
(F= 0.51): p=0.72 respectively). 

To further investigate this point, the ratio between the 
light sensitivity depression across the visual field before 
and after wearing the combinations has been computed as 
Change Rat io (CR=MDbas / MDprism). The analysis has 
been performed on the MD global score and on the part ial 
scores relative to the superior and inferior quadrant of the 
affected hemifield. Even though mean CR turned out to be 
positive in every pris m condition (i.e. reduced mean defect 
when wearing the pris m), such an improvement resulted 
not significant (Kruskal-Wallis [KW=1.40]: p=0.70;  
[KW]=2.59: p=0.45; [KW]=2.00: p=0.57 for the total map,  
superior and inferior affected quadrant, respectively: 
Figure 3, left panel). 

Thereby, no increase of differential light sensitivity is 
found in the visual field by wearing the prism sectors, 
irrespective of the type of combination. This finding is 
valid when considering the whole extent of the map or just 
the affected region. 

Even in absence of an overall improvement of light 
sensitivity, due to the prismatic effect a shift of the 

vertical step away from the fixat ion point might take place.  
To test this possibility, we have assumed that at each 
eccentricity along the vertical merid ian a shift of the 
vertical step toward the blind region takes place if the 
threshold of the corresponding point located on the blind 
side of the midline turned out to be normal in the 
prismat ic condition. In case the sensibility of the spared 
hemifield were depressed to a certain amount close to the 
midline, a  vertical step shift is presumed to occur if the 
threshold of the point in the affected side of the vertical 
step has improved, matching at least the threshold value of 
the adjacent point in the spared side found in the no-prism 
condition. 

Therefore, a point-to point analysis along the vert ical 
merid ian has been performed. The analysis expresses the 
results as a binary outcome (score 1= shift occurred at that 
locus; score 0= shift not occurred at that locus) and a 
vertical shift score (VSS) is derived from the ratio  
between the number of recovered loci and the total 
number of examined loci. So, VSS score =1 means that 
the vertical step shift has occurred for each locus along the 
midline, VSS score =0 means that no shift has occurred  at 
all. 

Mean VSS score was 0.24 (± 0.12) for T20, 0.13 (± 0.07) 
for T30, 0.13 (± 0.11) fo r U20 and 0.12 (± 0.12) for U30 
(Figure 3, right panel).  

 

Figure 3. Change of the sensitivity of the monocular perimetric map in the four prismatic conditions. Left panel: change ratio (CR) in the 4 prismatic 
conditions. Black: whole hemifield; dotted: superior quadrant (affected hemifield); gray: inferior quadrant (affected hemifield); right panel: effect of the 
prismatic sectors on the vertical step shift  computed as the proportion of normalized loci with wearing the prism. 

In order to establish if the VSS scores obtained in 
prismat ic conditions are statistically significant or simply  
due to chance, a global VSS reference score has been 
estimated by computing in the patients the number of 
apparently improved loci in the maps from the 
contralateral eye (i.e. without the prism) at the preliminary  
assessment and at T1-T4. The VSS reference score, which 
is therefore assumed to be due to chance, resulted to be 
0.17, that is to say higher compared to the VSS score in all 
prismat ic conditions but for the T20 combination. However,  
even in this last case the difference was not statistically 
significant (unpaired t- test, Welch corrected: p=0.11). 

Despite the absence of significant improvement of 
sensibility  and of vert ical step shift, the pris m sectors may 
affect the gradient of sensitivity across the VS, making 
less sharp the limit  between the responsive and the non 
responsive hemifield. 

To ascertain this last point, the profile of light 
sensitivity extending horizontally from the midline till to 
12 deg toward the normal hemifield and 18 deg toward the 

affected region (+12→-18 deg) was computed via a point-
to-point analysis across each vertical meridian for each 
prism combination. The sensitivities reported at each 
eccentricity along the horizontal meridian in the 
perimetric maps of the patients have been averaged with 
the upper and lower values across the correspondent 
vertical meridian so as to obtain for each patient the 
general trend of sensibility from the non responsive to the 
responsive hemifield. The ten trends have been therefore 
averaged in order to compute the mean gradient of 
sensibility for each of the four experimental conditions. 

The main effect of pris m combination was significant at 
-6 deg (F = 9.97, p <0.01) and -12 deg (F = 9.74, p  <0.01). 
Tukey-Kramer mult iple comparisons test showed that U20 
and U30 were effect ive in improving light sensitivity at 6 
deg of eccentricity on the blind side of the vertical step (q 
(5.27)= 8.46, p <0.01) and that for U20 such effect 
extended up to 12 deg  in  the affected hemifield (q (5.27)= 
8.51, p <0.01: Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Effect of the prismatic combinations on the sensitivity gradient across the vertical step. Along the horizontal axis negative values refer to the 
blind hemifield. Left: temporal sectors; right: upper sectors. Thick line: basal; dotted line: 30 diopters; thin line: 20 diopters. * = p<0.01 

In summary, the use of the SSS has no effect in 
improving the mean sensitivity in  the monocular central 
visual field and across the hemianopic reg ion, nor does it 
enlarge the normal area by moving its boundary toward 
the blind one. In monocular conditions the only 
ameliorative result is a significant improvement of the 
sensitivity gradient extending till to 12 deg along the 
vertical midline when pris matic sectors are placed in the 
upper position. 

3.2. Binocular Manual Visual Field 
The extent of the binocular visual field  as assessed by 

BKP has been estimated before and after the positioning 
of the sectors. The analysis was performed on the whole 

extent of the map and per each quadrant of the affected 
and spared side. Once collected, the perimetric d iagrams 
were d igitalized and the total area subtended by the isopter 
as well as in each single quadrant (superior/inferior blind 
and superior/inferior affected), were computed by means 
of a mathematical software (MatLab (www.mathworks.it)).  

Compared to the basal conditions, when wearing the 
four prism combinations the binocular v isual field turned 
out to be slightly wider. However such apparent 
improvement, which involved both the total extent and the 
single quadrants before and after the adaptation period, 
did not reach the statistical significance (Table 3 and 
Figure 5). 

Table 3. Binocular visual field extent before and after adaptation to prismatic sectors: comparison with the basal 
 Before Adaptation  After Adaptation 

Whole VF Basal T20 T30 U20 U30 T20 T30 U20 U30 
mean 77.04 81.94 92.46 86.48 86.25 91.45 92.42 88.51 82.40 

sd 18.97 16.48 16.84 10.45 21.17 30.62 16.43 17.72 14.83 
p One-way ANOVA p=0.4 One-way ANOVA p=0. 30 
 

Blind Sup Quadr Basal T20 T30 U20 U30 T20 T30 U20 U30 

mean 2.82 4.82 6.29 6.25 9.96 5.82 5.61 7.77 6.77 
sd 2.67 3.18 4.82 3.02 9.27 5.04 3.37 5.65 4.79 

median 2,11 5,33 5,37 5,49 6,11 4,46 4,87 6,03 6,01 
range 0-6,76 0,16-7,7 0,6-14,1 3,3-12,0 1,2-27 0,8-14,9 2,3-13,3 0,9-17,5 1,2-15,9 

p Kruskal-Wallis p=0.14 One-way ANOVA p=0.2 
 

Blind Inf Quadr Basal T20 T30 U20 U30 T20 T30 U20 U30 

mean 3.83 4.81 5.72 6.05 3.40 6.43 7.04 6.09 3.14 
sd 6.04 6.33 8.51 7.07 3.21 9.13 7.84 7.76 3.02 

median 2,20 3,53 3,44 5,80 3,09 2,44 4,54 3,75 2,05 
range 0-4,39 0-21 0-27,5 0-22,4 0-9,2 0-28 0-25,3 0-25,1 0-7,7 

p Kruskal-Wallis p=0.83 Kruskal-Wallis p=0.72 
 

Spared Sup Quadr Basal T20 T30 U20 U30 T20 T30 U20 U30 

mean 29.00 30.41 33.43 29.42 29.26 33.57 33.46 30.43 29.44 
sd 8.39 6.79 7.68 6.79 7.44 7.72 7.01 8.00 7.07 

median 23,95 28,59 36,06 30,11 29,83 35,83 35,08 29,91 29,51 
range 19,6-41 22,0-39,7 21,2-40,9 22,5-41,8 18,7-39,8 21,6-43 21,3-42,5 18,9-41,5 21,0-37,1 

p Kruskal-Wallis p=0.67 Kruskal-Wallis p=0.57 
 

Spared Inf Quadr Basal T20 T30 U20 U30 T20 T30 U20 U30 

mean 41.30 41.87 44.68 44.75 43.56 45.62 46.31 44.22 43.05 
sd 9.95 8.48 7.79 5.23 7.32 8.87 8.90 7.68 6.98 

median 39,04 38,91 42,92 44,74 41,35 48,94 42,32 44,95 43,09 
range 26,3-54,4 30,2-56,1 34,9-57,9 37,6-55,5 35,3-57,9 33,2-56,6 38,3-66,2 34,2-56,2 34,9-52,3 

p One-way ANOVA p=0.83 Kruskal-Wallis p=0.79 
Data are expressed as the area of the residual vision on the visual field map (cm2) 
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Figure 5. Binocular visual field enlargement in the four prismatic 
combinations. Black: before adaptation; gray: after a 3-week period of 
adaptation On the ordinate is reported the area of the residual vision on 
the visual field map (cm2). Bars refer to standard deviation 

Patients’ age does not correlate with the change of BKP 
after the adaptation period. On the contrary, a correlat ion 
is found between the interval from the onset of the 
cerebral accident and the change of the extent of the 
spared hemifield  after 3 weeks o f adaptation to the 
prismat ic sectors: indeed, this correlation resulted 
statistically significant in the T20 T30 and U30 combinations 
and close to significant for U20 (r= 0,68: p= 0.04; r= 0,71: 
p= 0.03;  r= 0,76: p= 0.02;  r= 0,62: p= 0.06 respectively) 
(Figure 6). 

The independent analysis of the upper and inferior 
spared quadrant revealed that the major contribute to such 
a trend comes for the latter: in fact, the statistical 
significance of the correlation raises if the analysis is 
restricted to the inferior quadrant (r= 0.80: p= 0.008; r= 
0.83: p= 0.004; r= 0.77: p= 0.01; r= 0.79: p= 0.01 for T20, 
T30, U20 and U30, respectively) whereas it d isappears if 
the analysis is limited to the superior one. 

 
Figure 6. Correlation between onset t ime and spared hemifield enlargement in the four prismatic combinations after adaptation. A: T20, B: T30, C: U20, 
D: U30. Abscissa: onset t ime (months); ordinate: field enlargement (cm2) 

Even if the average differences are not statistically 
significant, when wearing the pris ms the binocular v isual 
field improved in the majority of patients, both before and 
after the adaptation period (before adaptation: T20: 66%, 
T30:100%, U20: 89%, U30: 87%; of patients; after 
adaptation: T20: 89%, T30: 77%, U20: 89%, U30: 87% of 
patients). 

In conclusion, in this second part of the study a slight 
enlargement of the binocular visual field with wearing the 
prismat ic sectors is found in the majority of patients, and 
the longer the time passed from the onset of the cerebral 
accident, the greater is the ameliorat ive effect on the 
spared hemifield. However, on average the improvement 
did not result statistically significant. 

4. Discussion 
After open-angle glaucoma, stroke is stated to be the 

second cause of persistent visual field impairment, which 
is in turn associated with reduced enjoyment of daily  
activities, fall accidents [24] and depressive conditions 
[25]. Moreover, such a visuoperceptive impairment may  
hamper the rehabilitation program [26,27] so that 
according to Kaplan & Hier [28] visual field loss, if 
present, should be considered as important as hemiparesis 
when treating such patients.  

According to a consistent body of literature, pris matic 
treatments look to be effective in improving the visual 

function of hemianopic patients. In particular, the use of 
narrow pris ms mounted on one lens of the spectacles has 
been proposed since the seventies and its usefulness has 
been evaluated in terms of field of v iew enlargement as 
well as of everyday life improvement. Indeed, such 
monocular pris matic sectors fit on the side of the loss 
seem to be able to enlarge the visual boundaries up to 10 
deg [4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12] or 20-22 deg beyond the mid line 
[9]. 

This effect is claimed to depend on the shift of the 
visual stimulation  directed toward the b lind  region onto 
the responsive one in the eye fitted with the prism 
[9,13,14,15,16]. As a consequence of this diversion, two 
different stimuli fall on correspondent retinal elements, so 
that when viewing b inocularly  peripheral visual confusion 
is expected to occur immediately after the positioning of 
the prism; however after an adaptation period of at least 
one week [9], compensation based on the development of 
abnormal retinal correspondence takes place and the 
confusing stimulus is integrated into a “perceptually” 
univocal configuration [29]. In effect “visual awareness” 
is found to improve in this condition [6]. 

Peli tested the binocular visual field before and after 
placing a 40 ∆ base-out monocular sector prism on the 
upper and/or lower part of the spectacle and occupying its 
whole width [9]. According to his design, upper prism was 
placed on the side of the loss with its lower edge at the 
level o f the sclerocorneal limbus. In this way he reported 
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both at manual dynamic Goldmann perimetry and 
automated static perimetry (as evaluated by means of the 
Easterman test) a visual expansion by about 15-20 deg in  
11 out of h is 12 patients with homonymous hemianopia or 
quadrantanopia. 

Giorg i et al. employed 40 ∆  Fresnel prism sectors fitted 
monocularly on the upper and lower surface of the lens on 
the side of the loss to rehabilitate 23 homonymous 
hemianopic patients. In line with the p revious findings, by 
using Goldmann perimetry they found a binocular field  
expansion of 22 deg along the upper and lower regions in 
all patients [4]. Similar results have been further reported 
by O’Neill et al [30] in 10 out of 12 hemianopic patients 
after fitting monocular sector prisms in accordance with 
the method described by Peli. Wearing oblique prism 
sectors on one lens on the side of the loss is recently found 
to be useful in reducing hazard when driv ing [31]. 

So far as we know, the effect of the monocular 
prismat ic treatment has been generally measured in terms 
of amount of displacement of the scotomatous boundary 
away from the fixation point. To analyse more in  depth 
this rehabilitative solution, in  the current study the 
differential light threshold as assessed at monocular 
automated perimetry  as well as the overall extension of 
the residual isle of vision at b inocular kinetic perimetry  
has been estimated. 

Even if the sector is placed with in the boundary of the 
scotomatous hemifield, it could enhance the borderline 
residual sensitivity provided its inner side is central 
enough : that is to say it  could be able to  move the stimuli 
directed onto the blind region toward the less 
compromised region of transition between the “seen” and 
the “non-seen”. According to this scenario, an 
improvement of v isual sensitivity in the eye fitted with the 
prism is expected to be measurable at monocular 
perimetry. 

Yet, after positioning the halfmoon sector, no 
improvement was found in monocular conditions in terms 
of mean sensibility referred to the whole visual field or 
limited to  the affected hemifield. Likewise, the sectors 
failed to move the boundary of the normal area (i.e. with 
normal sensitivity altogether) toward the blind region. 
Nonetheless, the 20-diopter sector placed on the upper 
side of the lens was found to be effective in reducing the 

gradient between the spared and blind side of the 
monocular perimetric map. Thence, it is arguable that 
even though the influence of the sector effect is not so 
strong as to increase the overall sensitivity level across the 
visual field, nor is it enough to advance the boundary of 
the normal side toward the blind area, nevertheless it 
serves to improve (but not normalize) light sensitivity 
right across the vertical responsive/blind limit as far as 12 
degrees deep in the affected hemifield. Looking for a 
better result, in two subjects we tried to place the sector 
closed to the pupil but patients complained of central 
diplopia and confusion. A possible alternative (not 
assessed in the present investigation) is to increase the 
power of the prism without changing its position. 

Therefore the only way the halfmoon sectors can affect 
the monocular visual field is maximizing the residual 
sensitivity across the border of the scotoma during steady 
fixation. 

In binocular conditions the visual field turned out to be 
slightly wider compared to the baseline for all the prism 
combinations, both before and after the adaptation period. 
However, despite the high prevalence of the mild  
improvement, the average effect  is not statistically 
significant. Th is discrepancy may  depend on the 
consistent variability from the mean values, as the sign of 
strong inter-indiv idual d ifferences of responsiveness to the 
prismat ic t reatment. As a second factor to be considered, 
the interval occurred from onset of the disease to the 
prismat ic treatment differed in the sample: the longer this 
interval, the better the results. The reason for this finding 
could rely  on the presence of hemineglect in the subjects 
more recently affected. In  fact, it  is maintained that the 
occurrence of hemineglect hampers the rehabilitation 
outcome in hemianopic subjects [32,33,34]. Even if in this 
study hemineglect has not been assessed, it is likely in  
subjects with the shortest intervals between onset and 
examination (like patient 1 and 9). Future investigations 
are required to make up fo r this shortcoming. 

In addition, the rehabilitat ive outcome is found to 
depend on the level of the visual field impairment at 
baseline, as suggested by the negative correlat ion between 
total visual field extent and improvement after adapting to 
the 30 diopter sectors. The same correlat ion is found 
considering the spared hemifield (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7. Correlation between whole visual field or spared hemifield at baseline and widening after prismatic adaptation. Upper panels: whole visual 
field extent at baseline. A: T30 (r= -0. 69, p=0.03); B: U30 (r= -0. 68, p=0.05). Lower panels: spared visual field extent at baseline. C: T30 (r= -0. 72, 
p=0.03); D: U30 (r= -0. 73, p=0.03). Abscissa: visual field extent at baseline (cm2), ordinate: visual field widening after 3 weeks of adaptation. It  can be 
noticed that the wider is the visual field at the baseline, the smaller the improvement after adaptation 
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Finally, according to a previous report in post-stroke 
patients [35] visual recovery would depend also on the 
mental attitude of the subject, namely on the 
determination to improve his/her visual condition. This 
relation should be confirmed, psychological aids are 
expected to play a key ro le in the visual rehabilitation 
program. 

In conclusion, our results failed to demonstrate any 
substantial (therefore statistically significant) ameliorat ive 
effect of our halfmoon-designed prismatic sectors on the 
visual field of hemianopic subjects, and the majority of the 
recruited patients when asked did not report any 
quantifiable advantage in wearing the pris m. The failure in  
our case may depend on the shape of the device and/or on 
the use of a single sector instead of two pris ms placed in  
the upper and lower part  of the lens carrier, as described 
by Peli. The slight ameliorative tendency (even if 
unnoticed by the patients) found in a high percentage of 
cases suggests that the success of the prismatic 
rehabilitation of hemianopic patients depends on 
individual factors and in particular on the onset time of the 
disease, on the severity of the visual field damage as well 
as on hemineglect, adaptation capacities and motivation. 
To better understand which patients may take advantage 
from the use of the monocular sector prisms and their 
rehabilitation potential in hemianopia, future researches 
should focus on such variables and classify the sample 
accordingly. 

The discrepancy between the results obtained in our 
investigation and the previously findings reported in 
literature may be due to the prevalence of the 
aforementioned variables in the recruited samples and to 
methological differences.Moreover, the prismatic design 
we adopted can be less effective compared  to the other 
solutions proposed so far. 

Undoubtedly the present study suffers from some flaws, 
like the small size of the sample and the heterogeneity 
with respect to the onset of the disease or the impairment 
of the visual field. However, we intended to recruit a 
general sample representative of the pathological 
condition in hand. 

In addition, binocular kinetic perimetry as commonly  
performed by using the Goldmann perimeter is not the 
most suitable technique for research purpose, due to the 
operator bias and the lack of automated data processing. It 
is worth to remind that binocular kinetic perimetry is now 
available also as an automated version, ab le to  rule out 
these shortcomings in future investigations. 

5. Appendix. Designing the Halfmoon 
Prismatic Sectors 

Prism sectors of equal area have been designed so as to 
fit a halfmoon shape. In the figure below the whole press-
on surface is represented by the elliptical contour. The 
prism boundary is depicted by BCDM, i.e . the difference 
between the half-ellipse BCDH and the circular arc 
segment BMDH. 

Measures: 
-horizontal half-axis = 2cm 
-vertical half-axis= 1,2cm 
-AM = 2.3cm 

-angle DÂB = 
3
π  

BMDH surface is 0,48 cm2 and is calcu lated as:  

 
2

2( ) 1( ) ( )
2 2

ABArea BMDH AB senπ α α
π

⋅ ⋅
= − ⋅ ⋅  

Where α=DÂB 
BCDH surface is 3.78 cm2 and is calcu lated as: 

 ( )
2

Area BCDH BH HCπ
= ⋅ ⋅  

Finally BCDM (the halfmoon shape) is obtained as 
BCDH-BMDH. It measures 3.30 cm2. 
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